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The College faculty voted Monday
to implement a new system for First-Ye- ar
Seminar to begin in fall 1995.
The course, which will be called
First Year Seminars and Critical In-
quiry, will continue to be a require-
ment for first-ye-ar students, but there
will no longer be a core theme that all
professors must address. Instead, pro-
fessors whochoose to instruct a semi-
nar class will design their own topic
and course curriculum.
Under me new system, professors
are encouraged to work in clusters
with other professors on common
themes within their seminars.
Incoming first-ye-ar students will
receive a description during the sum-
mer of each seminar offered. They
will then return an mxi-prioriuz- ed list
ofsix to eight seminars they would be
interested in taking. "It is important
that students choose whose seminar
they are in so that the student's inter-
ests come first," said Susan Figge,
dean of faculty.
As each professor determines what
their seminar topic is, she said that "it
is the job of the faculty to take into
account what is appropriate for first-years- ."
The goal of this system is to
Police find stolen
goods in Richardson
By MICHAEL DITTMAN
On March 7, while College stu-
dents were on spring break, the
Wooster Police Department served a
search warrant to aroom in Richardson
House, a College-owne- d small house
located at 329 E. Pine St. The police
hadreceived acornplaintabout stolen
merchandise from a member of the
campus community.
After obtaining a search warrant
from a city judge, the police an-noun- ced
themselves atthe door of the
room and then entered the room with
the aid of Campus Security. Because
Security wasable to aid them in enter-
ing, no forced entry was made neces-
sary.
Inside the room, police were able to
recover a number of baseball caps
valued at $200, batteries valued at
$1 1 and a number of cassettes tapes
that have not at mis time been as-
signed a value. Wooster police are
currently investigating thepossibility
that these items were stolen from the
Florence O. Wilson bookstore.
Charges have not yet been pressed
as a result of the items found during
the search. If a person or persons are
system to be
give the faculty the freedom to teach
what they are interested in and to give
students the opportunity to choose a
topic related to their own interests.
As before, the main intent of the
seminar program will be, as para-
phrased from the seminarproposal, to
"strengthen students' ability to read a
variety of texts, write clearly, synthe-
size material, analyze the thinking of
others
and for-
mulate "We are now back
mean-
ingful
where we were
incident It will be
quest-
ions." will ofthefaculty
The courses interdisciplinary."
termi Professor
curricularly to
before the Galpin
up to the good
to make the
Charles Kammer
nation
of a core
seminar curriculum that binds all the
seminar classes together is the main
change. The forum lectures will still
be offered, but will no longer be re-
quired for first-ye-ar students and pro-
fessors teaching seminar classes.
The decision to implement a new
program began withapetition by Pro-
fessor Henry Herring and co-spons- ors
in October 1993. He proposed at
a faculty meeting that First Year Semi-
nar be terminated as a course and
charged, they would be charged with
the possession ofstolen goods, which
in the state of Ohio is a first-degr- ee
misdemeanor.
Captain Donald Edwards of the
Wooster Police Department noted,
however, that "if a break-i-n of the
bookstore is involved, then the charges
will be more serious."
This incident follows the spring
recess break-i-n at Reed House where
' items with an unspecified value were
stolen. When asked if the police were
pursuing the possibility that this inci-
dent may be related to that break-i- n,
Edwards said,"Obviouslythere'sbeen
a lot of things going on around cam-
pus and we'll look into that."
Edwards also said that the police
are currently investigating the possi-
bility that those items found in
RichardsOT Housewerenotshoplifted
butrather that the bookstore had been
broken into. When asked for com-me- nt.
Director of Security Keith James
said that the investigation was in the
hands of the police and that he did not
want to comment for fear of jeopar-
dizing their efforts.
The police are continuing their
'
, . .
- .... . ... - ,
implemented in 1995
graduation requirement The Educa-
tional Policy Committee formed the
first year program review committee
made up of faculty members and one
student. They introduced in March of
this yeara proposal for a new seminar
program which the faculty approved
at their meeting on Monday.
Faculty decided the seminar pro-
gram had to be changed because of
' discontent
with the
way it has
stoodforthe
past few
years. Ajt
the faculty
meeting in
October
some of
those issues
were discussed.
The motion to eradicate the pro-
gram stated that there is an unwilling-
ness among faculty to teach seminar.
One of the reasons for this is the
forced topics that all seminar staff
have to follow.
Also, the burden of advisees was
placed on only a fifth of the faculty,
but this is a problem that will not be
solved by the new program. Any
professor who does not teach First- -
Take Back
empowers
By JUDY NICHOLS
Shouting "women unite, take back
the night" and "campus silence per-
petuates violence," over 125 women
marched on campus Wednesday night
as part of Take Back the Night. The
event, which focused on women's
safety and empowerment, also fea-
tured a speaker and an open micro-
phone period.
Sponsored by the Women's Re-
source Center (WRQ and the Na-
tional Abortion Rights Action League
(NARAL).Take Back the Night gave
"women a voice that they usually
don't have as an avenue to express
themselves," said Kate Peterson '96.
a WRC member.
Speaker Terri Nelson, an expert on
sexual trauma counseling and a rape
survivor herself, began the evening
with a discussion in Lowry Pit on
campus safety. After she solicited
audience input on campus security
concerns, studentscitedoutdoor light-
ing, conditions for nighttime walk-
ing, safe rides and the campus re-
sponse to crime survivors.
Nelson said that these concerns
shouklbeaddressedthroughbothper--
Year Seminar does not have an addi-
tional IS first-ye- ar students to advise
on top of their regular work load.
Figge said she is awareof this prob-
lem, and her --olution is for faculty to
teach seminar on a rotating basis and
for her to continue placing transfer
students with faculty who are not in-
structing a seminar.
There are other fundamental prob-
lems some faculty still have with the
new legislation. Religious studies
ProfessorCharles Kammer said about
the end ofa core seminar curriculum,
"any type of cross-cultur- al program
requirement could all but disappear."
This statement refers to the diverse
seminar themes that have been part of
the program since 1986. A seminar
has been part of the College since the
1960s, and the current program has
existed for nine years. The topics
have changed within the program,
most notably after the 1989 student
takeover of Galpin Hall which
prompted a three-ye- ar focus on "Dif-
ference, Power and Discrimination."
Kammer said he fears global issues
such as these will be lost with the
implementation of the new system.
The new seminar proposal states
please see NIGHT, page 2
the Night
women
sonal and group responsibilities. She
urged persons not to tolerate behavior
at parties that could lead to endanger-
ing situations, and for friends to watch
out for each other. She also stressed
that an individual should believe and
support anyone who confides about a
sexual assault or other crime.
To address the violence and feel-
ings of insecurity that students expe-
rienced at the College, Nelson once
again asked for audience input Stu-
dents suggested a quicker response
time from Campus Security, a better
escort service, more educationon self-defen- se
and coping with the aftermath
ofacrime,more emergency telephone
boxes equipped with lights, prompt
disclosure ofpunishments for crimes,
and publication of campus alerts on
date or acquaintance rapes.
Nelson, along with WRC mem-
bers who spoke prior to Nelson's lec-
ture, noted that questionshad arisen as
to why only women could participate
in the march around campus. Nelson
explained that the march gave women
the opportunity to walk on their own
and to feel empowered by doing sT i
please see NIGHT, page 2 r
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News Briefs Appleshare restored to dorms
CAMPUS ILOCAL
Students celebrated Yom Ha-shoa- h, a day in memory of the six million Jews
who were vicuna of the Holocaust during World War n on Wednesday night
with a movie and discussion. The program to remember the day, which
officially today, was sponsored by
supported by Immajih Council.
The design of the latches on the Kenarden Lodge card key doors have been
redesigned this week, with metal plates being added on the doors to reinforce
the latches. The Voice revealed in an article last week that inadequacies existed
in the latches that resulted in a serves of forced entries.
A fire destroyed a warehouse owned by the Daily Record early Wednesday
morning. The warehouse contained newsprint, preprinted ad supplements, and
plates for printing ads, all of which were destroyed.
NATIONAL
Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun announced Wednesday that he
will retire from his position. Blackmun is most widely known as the author of
the controversial Roe vs. Wade decision.
INTERNATIONAL
A countrywide cease-fir- e was proposed by Serbian nationalist leaders in
Bosnia Wednesday, but they have not ceased their attack yet on the govem-ment-he- id
town ofGorazde. They have gone back on a pledge lo allow the top
United Nations commander in Bosnia lo visit the enclave.
National and international news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
- with information from The Beacon Journal and The New York Tunes.
FYS
continued from front page
that "seminars should not dupliraiff
current departmental or mterdcpart
mental courses." which Figge hopes
will mean that faculty will stress twen-
tieth century concerns on a more gen-
eral basis. Ste said she Icreseessemi-nar- s
which "relate ideas to real issues
you encounter in the real world."
Karamer said however that there is
no guarantee that this win happen.
"We are now back curricularty to
where we were before the Calpin
incident." be said. "Itwill be up to the
goodwill of the faculty id make the
courses into disciplinary."
President Henry Copeland said he
believes a class Ike Firs- -Year Semi-
nar is necessary. "We will maintain
Correction
the Jewish Students Association
that every student entering thecollege
will anend a small class lo study cer-
tain areas of writing. critical thought
and research," be said.
Dean Figge said she hopes that the
new program will meet the academic
needs of both faculty and students.
She added that the global and per-
sonal issues that formed many semi-
nar classes and forums are "actually
not manrhtrd by the (seminar) pro-
gram,buthave been picked up through
The April 1 article. Task Force to Decide on Recycling." incorrectly
reputed the number of Environmental Task Force members. The force
consists of nine members, including one faculty member, one Woosier
community member, and seven members of the saff and administration.
.oOcSI
andvl
various themes." First Year Seminars
and Critical Inquiry now requires pro-
fessors to decide whether or not they
choose lo address the controversial
issues that have been pan of the semi-
nar curriculum in the past.
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By ANDY DUKER
Student concern has prompted Aca-
demic Computing Services (ACS) to
discontinue the use of a program in
Holden and Douglass halls thatmasks
to Appleshare.
The program, installed two weeks
ago, masked signals from computers
in these zones so that they were only
visible within their own zones. This
allowed Holden and Douglass resi-
dents to access other campus servers
from their room, but restricted access
to Holden and Douglass servers from
any other zone.
The program was installed to de-
crease the amount of traffic on the
'Culture of Disbelief :
Va a TT7 a Ca reality at Wooster?
By SUSAN WU IS10CK
Interfaith Council sponsored a
Lowry Pit discussion on Wednesday
evening entitled, "Is the College of
Wooster part of The Culture of Dis-
belief?'" The discussion, moderated
by Barbara Baoin. associate to the
dean of students for campus minis-
tries, included short speeches by 12
students on their experiences with
religion while at the College and a
time for open discussion.
"It is a conversation that needs to
happen every few years about reli-
gious life on campus," Baoin ex-
plained. "Interfaith Council set up a
means for that conversation." The
student speakers were chosen lo rep-
resent a broad range of religious pref-
erences and ages.
BSFichterewmanCathcJkrnun-- .
tster, said that the phrase 'culture of
disbelief comes from the title of a
book by Stephen Carter. The book
explores the idea that religious life
has been reduced to a bobby.a private
pursuit. As a cubure.reIigious beliefs
are not discouraged, but people are
uncomfortable when they're ex-
pressed publicly.
Many student speakers said this
was true at Wooster. Bryan Reinicke
94 said. "I lend lo agree that while
college docs not actively encourage
the wortdVU and MasterCard
No turn downs!
Ho credit checks!
No security deposit!
SeD THE COUPO TODAY
credit cards are waiting!
network, and reduce the number of
network breakdowns.
1 think it was generally student
objection to lack of previous notice,"
said Carl Zimmerman, director of
ACS, on why access was reinstated.
He added that "since we turned it
Appleshare back on, we'vehad four
zone failures." According to
Zimmerman, the failures were in
Chemistry zones.
The decision was made at the aca-
demic computing committee meeting
April 1. It was also decided to con-
tinue masking the Broadcast program
in Holden and Douglass, which al-
lows users to send short messages to
religion, it doesn't actively discour-
age it. I fed that religious practices
are up to the individual students."
Others related how comfortable
they have felt holding their beliefs.
Farzaan Nusserwanji '96 said.
There's that implication that what
you believe is OK but the boundaries
between faiths don't really mix.
People are apathetic to other beliefs."
Shannon Dodds 9S thought the
campus diversity encourages intro-
spection. "Because of the diversity. I
have been forced to look at my own
religion in comparison to others and
why exactly I believe what I believe."
Heidi Schulz 94 said. "I was under
the impression, before I came, that
since Wooster was a Presbyterian
school it would be very open to my
beliefs. But when I got here there was
only one Christian group on campus.
We need to open up more ways for
others to feel comfortable."
The College's role in religion was
also discussed. Donnell Wythe 97
said, "It's not the College's responsi-
bility lo advocate beliefs. The pri-
mary purpose is to provide academ-
ics. It is the members of the College
who open us up to other beliefs."
Caroline Isaacs '94 said. "I don't
see how any college can be more
overtly religious without excluding
one of these religions."
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other computers on the network.
Zimmerman said that by next year,
thenetwork would be updated enough
lo install the program in all zones, and
Broadcast will be masked for the en-
tire campus. He also said that
Appleshare is planned to remain un-
masked next year as welL
"To the best of my knowledge, it
the current situation will continue
next year," be said. "We wouldn't
plan on changing any existing ser-
vices or adding any new ones under
the circumstances." He stated that
plans for a campuswide information
system, or gopher, and a network
news server would have to be scaled
back.
Night
I &
continued from front page
Men were encouraged to cheer on the
women at the march's destination at
Lowry Center, and men were wel-
come at both the speech beforehand
and the open microphone afterward.
At the open microphone portion of
the event, many individuals shared
personal experiences or those of close
friends and relatives. Viewpoints
about safety, particularly at the Col-
lege, were also expressed.
Several students said that as a resul t
of traumatic experiences, they had
lost trust in themselves and others,
and had felt anger toward the perpe- -.
trators of the crimes. Other students
noted that they experienced insomnia
or lived with their ordeals constantly.
Sharing such feelings and experi-
ences led many audience members to
comment that the meeting generated
positive energy to empower women
and lo provide support for those deal-
ing wim traumatic experiences. Sev-
eral students suggested that those fac-
ing problems "fight back." such as
taking cases to the Judicial Board.
Carrie Young 96. co-preside- nt of
WRC. said after the event that she
hoped the meeting was only a begin-
ning and not an end to the concerns
brought up. She urged that work
continue on these issues and not only
resurface at next year's Take Back the
Night event.
ATLANTA, GA 30321
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Wooster Insight
New FYS offers opportunities
In order to teach t class effectively, professors must be genuinely interested
in theconcepts they teach. The recent changes inFira-Ye- ar Seminar to abolish
i core curriculum promise to attract more professors, because they will be able
to leach classes on subjects that appeal to them. As the seminar is not a
departmental course, the increased latitude may also encourage professors to
teach classes thatarenxinteraUscinarymnature. Checks should be made,
however, to insure that courses are notjust YecyclerfiDmotha departmental
classes.
By eliminating a common theme, there win not be an established cimiculum
to compete with the necessary concentration on insuring that students receive
the proper training in the basics of coDege-lev-d critical thinking, reading and
writing skills. This focus is essential because it is these skills that should make
up the backbone of our liberal arts education.
Shedding light on security
In discussions preceding and following the Take Back the Night inarch
Wednesday, students expressed their concern that campus security is inad-
equate. One of the suggestions made was that lights be attached to all
emergency phones, so that they might be made more visible at night. This
would be one relatively cost-efficie- nt measure a measure whose consensus
opinion is that increased visibility ofen)ergencypbies would add to students
sense of security.
For the past three years, student members of the studentrelations committee
oftheboard oftrustees have petition
on emergency phones. The response which these petitions have received is
evident in the absence of the requested security lights. This lack of response
conveys the message that student concerns are invalid or, perhaps, not
significant enough to warrant action.
Repeatedly, students have requested response to a real concern of theirs, the
inadequate visibility of security phones. The request for safety lights is a
reasonable one. Repeatedly, students had their requests ignored. Perhaps it is
time that students realize that their rights should extend beyond the right to
request to the right to demand.
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The O J.-Ozo- ne connection
If you doubt the severity of ozone
if all the phytoplankton in the
oceans were to die. All the creatures
that feed on that plankton would soon
be dead, followed by the creatures
thatfeed on thc creatures, and soon.(itcTrestriallanLthedcstnjctionof
vegetation which serves as the basis
ofour food chain would subsequently
lead to an end of life on Earth. For
those who have difficulty thinking
more than a few generations ahead,
the EPA Environmental Protection
Agency estimated in April 1991 that
200,000 people will die in the US.
alone over the next 50 years due to
ozone destruction. This averages
4,000 deaths in the U.S. each year.
This statistic is now out of date, as
ozone destruction has continued to
worsen since the EPA estimate. The
world's largest producer of the ozone
destroying chemicals CFCs and
HCPCs, Du Pont, continues to pro-
duce and profit from their production.
Despite knowledge of the potential
effects, Du Pont actually increased
CFC production and developed new
uses arklmarketsfor the deadly chemi
ewk. T"V3 eue osMtt
first Se.ite4ir first
tyeeur.
ereat. TUv ... --fre
ulKmJ: I
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Letters
Love has nothing to do with it
This letter is response to a letter
published last week entitled "What's
love got to do with it." "The Lover,
a film based on a novel of the same
name, has often been considered a
feminist novel The film is an auto-
biographical account 'of a young
woman's sexual awakening in colo-
nial Indochina.
The sexual stereotypes of the 1 920s
were accurately depicted within the
film and must be acknowledged in a
critique. We cannot apply today's
"liberaied" view of women to a time
when the concept was virtually non-
existent. Accurate analysis blunders
when it compares today's expecta-
tions to a different historical period.
The portrayal of stereotypes of the
time in the film is realistic according
to the historical and social context of
the era.
. The film blatantly objectified the
young woman through the eyes of her
lover. She isabeautiful, white French
girl who is the object of a Chinese
man's desire. He is guided by his
blinding passion for her. However,
the woman's character is empowered
as well as objectified by her sexuality.
Her unconventional style of dress re-
flects control of her self-project-ed
image. Her independence, empower-
ment and sense ofcuriosity are visible
when she decides to reject societal
constraints by taking a lover.
The balance of power in the rela-
tionship is precarious. The man sees
her as both a paragon and a harlot It
is this juxtaposition of the two stereo-
types which she uses to her advan-
tage. Her lover cannot separate sex,
love and infatuation. This confusion
allows her to satiate her own desires
throughhim ,as well as help hermother
with the money that he gives her later
in the film.
Although she was objectified, her
loss ofvirginity did not imply a lossof
dignity. Under this archaic standard,
millions of women would also be
considered"undignifkd." Young and
sexually inexperienced, she chose to
pursue the relationship without losing
her sense of self.
It is important to examine the film
from as many angles as possible to
form an educated judgment. "The
Lover" attempted to portray actual
events within acontext where women
experienced little sexual freedom. The
elimination ofoppressive stereotypes
of any kind, by ignoring the past, is
impossible. Although profuse im-
ages of degraded women throughout
history may be overwhelming to the
senses, historical accounts cannot be
altered in an effort to influence the
aixiierice's perception ofothers in their
own lives.
We are proud of the College of
Wrmctfr fnr ehrnsinff thi rnnfTrivpr- -
sial film. Censorship out of fear of
offending members of the audience is
extremely disabling. This film has
generated much discussion on this
campus. As students, we should in-
form and expose ourselves to conten-
tious stimuli and continue to discuss
various interpretations of our
ERINN MAURY 95
- J.C.CIFERNI'96.
cal during the 1980s even after its
1979 ban on aerosol use. jnemuiu-nation- al
corporation has agreed to
phase out CFC production by 1995.
This phase-ou- t, however, will apply
only todeveloped countries. DuPont
willcontinue toproduce CFCs in less
industrialized countries until 2003.
Du Pont plans to replace CFCs
with substitute chemicals HCFCs and
HFCs. According to Joseph Clas,
director of the Du Pont Freon divi-
sion, "When you have $3 billion of
please see OZONE, page 4
i
Page 4
SpeakYour E3ind;
TVto erf tomz things you think this CoEtge could do to
BRAD WINTER 97
Arc they paying you the writer and
photographerl?
.
Ozone
continued from page 3
CFCs sold worldwide and 70 percent
of that is about to be regulated out of
existence, there is a tremendous mar-
ket potential." HCPCsandHPCsare
in noway a viable substitute forCFCs.
HCFCs. became they contain chlo-
rine,will continue todepk the ozone
layer, although to a somewhat lesser
extent than CFCs. HFCs will not
harm the ozone layer, but are potent
greenhouse gases, many thousands of
times more powerful than carbon di-
oxide in contributing to global warm-
ing. Du Font's overriding interest in
pursuing thc- - chemical replacements
is is preserve its market, not the ozone
layer orahcafehy aBncphcre. Ozonc-fnejvJI- y
a! trnotives arc available now,
but innovative solutions sue h as evapo-
rative coolers, ammonia vapor com-
pression systems and many others are
being ignored by Du PonL
Du Pont must be pressured to stop
producing ozone-destroyi- ng chemi-
cals. Seagram Corporation is the larg-
est Du Pont shareholder, owning 24 .4
percent of its stock. If we refuse to
purchase Tropicana "ozone hole or-
ange juice" and other Seagram prod-
ucts, Du Pont may be swayed to re-cons- ider
their destructive ways. The
College ofWooster food service have
said that they will remove Tropicana
from the shelves of Mom's if a sig-
nificant decrease m sales occurs.
Ozone depletion deserves to be a
priority, so make it one. Refuse to
contribute to the production of ozone
destroying chemicals by baying
Tropicana. As of mis week the cam-p- us
should be provided wiA Minute
Maid juice machines, so give them
your business instead ofMom's. By
simply being conscientious consnm-e- rs
we can make a difference.
RANDY LEWIS 94
JULIA OLTVERJO 97
I think the silverware magnet was a
waste of money. '
...
' "
"','
Ephraim places responsibility on
students for card key, security issues
Regarding the last issue of me Voice
(April 1, 1994). in the article titled
"Inadequacies found m the card key
system." there is a particular issue that
I want to highlight our security.
As members of the general student
body, we must ALL feel responsible
and act accordingly regarding the is-
sue ofsecurity. The vested interest of
this institution is the students; there-
fore, we must utilize our numerical
strengm to address issues, including
the problems with the Card Key sys-
tem.
As stated in the Voice. Nauman
Saced '95 gained access to Kenardcn
w ith the help ofa man that "he did not
recognize as a College student" In
this case, not only was the card key
system beaten, but our safety was
compromised. Again, we must take
responsibility; if students had imme
KYLE HAINES 95
Put tennis courts in less frequently
than every two years.
Lett
diately informed Security, the issue
would have been confronted at the
correct time.
We must remember that employ-
ees of the Securiry Office are trained
for handling these issues, even when
it comes to confrontation.
By no way am I supporting the
flaws of the card key system. I win
remain firm, however, that if the stu-
dent body reports the problems of the
card key system, we can quickly cor-
rect any inefficiencies.
Service Building Director, Clint
HoTstctxcr. in fact, has already begun
to address the problems (with card
key system brought to light by last
week's article.
DAN EPHRAIM 95
SGA Vice-Preside- nt
for Student Affairs
important If Mr. Peery does not live
in Holdcn or Douglass, he might not
care that ACS reconfigured the com-
puter network in those two dorms as
an experiment, and that SGA and its
representatives to the faculty comput-
ing committee had aa instrumental
role ia retrieving: AppleShare
priviliges for those dormitories. Mr.
Peery must not be a first-yea- r, or be
would have noticed the new com-
puter in Wagner HaH. He must not eat
in Lowry. or he could have used the
new toaster oven installed earlier this
year. Both the computer and oven
were suggested by members of SGA.
We certainly hope that Mr. Peery is
not a member of any organization
which received funding from SGA.
Did he attend the Passover seder last
week? Participate in club volleyball
SGA leaders dismiss student's concerns
In response to Shannon Peery's let-
ter which appeared in last week's
issue of the Voice (April 1.1994L we
would like to offer our thoughts on
what the Student Government Asso-
ciation has done this year. , .
Mr. Peery asserts that the SGA has
not done anything for him this, or any
other. year. Perhaps this is thecase. If
Mr. Peery b a smoker, be probably
resents the new no smoking policy in
public areas on campus. If he has
never had anything stolen while on
campw, perhaps the fact that the card
key security system is due to be fully
installed by the start of the next school
yearbtrrelevaratolum. Ifhe doesn't
drink coffee, the fact that SGA met
wiflj Sonnet's and the administration
lo farilinw, a discussion about bring-
ing the coffee shop to campus is un
save money?
Responses compiled by NAT MISSILDINB
Pbotoi by CHERYL BECKER . -- -
r
Ir
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JASON PARKHILL 97
They spcJlcomix money en trivial
things. I don't know if the napkin
dispensers were donated or if the
colege paid for them. But that's josta
waste of money. "
tfpW8,':l94
Lewis echoes Peery's criticism
of Student Government
In response to Shannon Peery's let-
ter which appeared in last week's
issue of the Voice (April 1. 1994, I
would like to offer my thoughts on
what the Student Government Asso-
ciation has done this year.
Mr. Peery asserts that SGA has not
done anything for him this, or any
other, year. Despite his unfortunate
dislike of my campaigning methods,
I am forced to agree with him. Al-
though there are some who would like
for us to bow down in gratitude for
SGA's giving back to the student
body money w hkh we ourselves paid
in the form of tuition, I would much
rather see SGA fight the extravagant
tuition increases which allowed them
to so graciously give us back our own
money in the first place. Unfortu-
nately, as both Mr. Pccry and myself
know, SGA has shown no inclination
or ice hockey, fencing, or the Martin
Iuj King celebration? We hope he
does not plan to attend any of the
upcoming activities sponsored by
SGA. including the Spring Dance
Concert next weekend. Finally, Mr.
Peery must not read The Pot to find
out what's going on, since SGA is one
of three organizations which makes
that publication possible.
- SGA is an integral part of many
aspects of campus life. Perhaps SGA
has never done anything srjecifically
on Mr.Peerys behalf, if, in fact none
of the above mentioned events or
issues matter to him. But, from the
other side, Mr. Peery has never once
brought a concera to SGA Our meet-
ings are open, and on several occa-
sions students brought concerns di-
rectly to the Senate.
J 7 ... :
- KAREN ZIMMER97
Two things: the faculty could dis--
pense with dishes aid silverware that
they eat with. And high school stu--
dents and college students should not
receive different amounts of pay.
. to throw off the shackles of indebted-
ness to the admirustration and will
again lack visionary leadership.
It is unfortunate that Mr. Ephraim
has not taken the opportunity of Mr.
Peery's letter to re-exam- ine what I
tried to bring up during the election:
that the student body is not being well
served by SGA. Such petty excuses
are to be expected from one as cul-
pable for SGA's sorry state as Ms.
Cohen, yet I and others were hoping
for better from our President-elec- t.
Apparendy, despite my best wishes
for Mr. Ephraim 's administration, the
student body is in for another year of
fending for itself on the issues that
count
TODD LEWIS '97
The writer was the unsuccessful
candidate for SGA president.
Effective student government is not
about being an integral part of each
student's daily life. It is not about
personal power or personal agendas.
It is about speaking and acting on
behalf of the student body, and pro-
viding a forum for students to express
concerns directly to the appropriate
decision-maki- ng bodies. SGA has
done that this year, and will continue
to do that in years to come. If Mr.
Peery has a concern, he is more than
welcome to bring it to SGA.
.LAUREN COHEN "94,
SGA President
DAN EPHRAIM "95.
SGAVice-Presisdentf- or
Student Affairs
Dan Ephraim is the SGA
President-elec- t.
ttpfilj:1994
As I stood looking at fellow seniors attempting to orgy in what
was a celebration of the completion of LS--1 wondered what the
big deal was about As far as I can comprehend, LS. is a project
that is given more worth than it
really possesses, by students and
CHrTRALEKHAZUTSHI faculty alike. Granted, many se--
ram choose topks thathoki some
emotional meaning for them (or perhaps this isjust another myth
we like to cling on to). In other words, they decide to spend a
substantial amount of their time examining a topic in depth
because it is worth something 10 them as human beings.
At the same time, and in contrast to the above, the project is
considered an ordeaL Senion suddenly loose their privilege to a
real life. They are looked upon by everyone on campus as though
they have no right to be happy, mfaa people show surprise if
a senior happens to be enjoying himself or herself.
Gradually this mindset is internalized by the seniors them-
selves. Don't get me wrong, k does not prevent seniors from
partying with a vengeance. It only ensures that a few tears are
shed when LS. intrudes as a topic of conversation.
The Wooster --Voice Viewpoints
So where exactly does the buck stop?
or who's got the wheel?
Hooray! Last week Shannon Peery wrote a letter
critiquing the inability at prJiryipnf ft ftiftTP lip V
their promises. Not only do I agree with him, I also
---
--, applaud his effort How- -
MICHAEL MATTISQN
quixotic whenread along-
side the front page of last week's Voice April 1, 1994.
There, in an article detailing a possible flaw in the card
key system, were several examples ofwhy it is unlikely
that Peny.or any of us, win be able 10 watch our public
figures measure up to their words.
Note how quickly SGA President-ele- ct Dan
Ephraim who just last month lauded himself as the
"Chair of the Bring card key toWooster Committee"
shrugs both mantle and responsibility from his shoul-
ders and lays them at the feet of Director of Housing
Dwayne Davis. We should now believe mat Davis
"'took leadership' and chose the card key system thai
was installed this year." Perhaps Davis deserves some
votes. At the very least, Ephraim deserves cornmenda-tio- n
forexhibiting such a mature ability to flip-flo- p at so
young an age. (For those who claim I am "finger-pointing- ,''
which was considered a dirty tactic in the
SGA election well, yes, that's exactly what I'm
doing. Actually the process is quite useful for allowing
people (voters) to know who is doing theirjob and who
isn'LGramed,ucanbeoverdorbWwithoiitiiwetend
to simply complain abstractedly without rooting out
specific problems, rd cite Woodward and Bernstein as
classic examples of good finger-pointer- s, but I'm afraid
people would mink Fm comparing myself to them, and Idon't
look a thing like Dustin Hoffman.)
Of course we can't entirely blame Ephraim. Look at the
examples he has to follow. For instance, Davis (already
prominently mentioned above, but not yet criticized), reacted
in a rather strange manner to news of the less-than-sec- ure
Kenarden Lodge. Somehow, though, I don't think threatening
to hold the Voice responsible for break-in-s is an appropriate
(or sympathetic) response to a security problem. Tell me
Davis, if I teach someone how to light a match, am I guilty of
arson? Or if I show someone how to mix a drink (preferably
a good, dry martini), am I liable to be brought up on charges
of inebriation? How much does it take until people will
address a problem instead of practicing immediate "image- -,
control"?
On the other hand, there is always the option of denying the
problem. Director of Security Keith James followed standard
procedure when heannounced:"this is the first time I've heard
about this." I really shouldn't criticize James for being in the
dark (especially seeing as how this campus is so poorly
lighted), but it would be refreshing to occasionally hear
Security tell us of problems they have found (and fixed)
instead of relying on students to complain of being at risk
before anything is done.
All in all, each of the characters in this drama reminds me
ofa small child who isable to play peek-a-bo- o by covering his
eyes; if he doesn't see you, you don't exist. If only we could
solve our problems that way. But we can't, and we should be
angry at the office-holde- rs and administrators who try to
convince us they can. Although mere is
- no escaping the fact that college is a
business, run for money, it should not be
able to completely dismiss student con-
cerns. Last time I checked, a college
tends not to be defined as a college if it
has no students.'
People may feel that I am being too
harsh, but after spending the past few
years here, I have seen the scenario far
too often to let it go by silently. No one
here win give a damn about student con-
cerns and problems unless the students
do. Do riot rely on the administrators, the
staffer the student office-holder- s. They
are not aUevil people,but they have other
interests that take precedent. So ifchange
is needed, then it must begin with the
students.
Mike Matdson is an editorial I
writerfor the Voice.
Senior I.S.: Why such a big deal?
The ultimate party, of course, is the one that marks one's
survival of the ordeaL For some reason, getting drunk with joy
at the end of the project that is supposedly your own choice and
adds to your worth as ahuman being, appears to be con tradietory.
LS. seems to endow the College with an intellectual smugness
necessary for it to function as an academic community. The
academic nature of the project is drilled into students' heads ever
since their first day. It is put forward as the one intellectual force
that sets Wooster apart from the rest of the liberal arts schools.
Although the enormity and importance of LS. may lie in the
fact that many students will not undertake a project of the same
length again in their lives, LS. facts need to be delved into.
Senior LS. is not a project that students spend any significant
portion of their lives grappling with. For instance, it is not a one-ye- ar
project as the myth goes. Using simple calculation, LS. can
be stretched to no more than six months, that is, half a year.
I mink everyone will agree that with a minimum load of two
other courses, seniors do not spend those six months only doing
LS. Moreover.aiouchcfcardidrgssonthepmofnseruCTS
will also bring out the fact that they do not spend as much time on
National
Abortion
Rights Action
League co- -
T sponsored a
Take Back the Night march. The
point of the march was togive women
a voice and a forum to speak out
against violence.and violence against
women specifically.
The event opened with a speech by
Terri Nelson of Miami
University. Nelson's
speech was perhaps the
most disappointing as-
pect of the evening.
During her talk she pro-
posed the following sce-
nario: a woman goes to
a bar and drinks until
she is very intoxicated.
Verbal assault is
one ofthe most
detrimental forms
ofharassment
because it is so
widely tolerated.
"hooks up" with a guy she meets, and
wakes up the next morning in bed
with him, naked.. Nelson further pro-
poses that there is evidence of sexual
contact Nelson says the woman
should not have doubts about the na
ture of the experience: it was rape.
The woman was beyond judgement,
she claims. Was the man beyond
judgement? Would it make sense to
talk about two blind-drun- k college
students simultaneously raping each
other? We cannot forget ambiguity
and confusion, the reality ofour expe-
rience, when we talk about our sexual
lives. In handling hard issues that
don't always have clear answers, we
need straightforward,responsible lan-
guage that admits the uncertainty that
exists.
While Nelson's speech was not
without fault, it did not diminish the
impact of the march that immediately
followed. Noone witnessing the event
could confuse the cheering that fol-
lowed the march asanythingbutgenu-
ine. Men were not invited to join the
.Page ,5
Taking back Lowry
Progress despite rhetorical baggage
Wednesday night the College got
to participate in a real live national
debate when the Women's Resource
' Center and
JOSHELROD
and
MATT SEAMAN
march,and this decision raiseda small
degree ofcontroversy. One man, who
later spoke at the open microphone,
expressed frustration at being alien-
ated from a group that he felt so close
to inother ways. The event, however,
was focused on violence against
women. The idea was to let women
march on their own and be empow-
ered; we can't question the motive or
the decision. However, it is important
for those making the decision to know
that some men did feel alienated.
One of the most important issues
discussed did not concern literal,
physical violence
against women, but
another kind of as-
sault During theopen
mike sesion, a num-
ber of women ex-
pressed feeling terror-
ized and powerless
because of sexual ha- -
rassment in Lowry
Center's Dining HalL Verbal assault
is one of the most detrimental forms
of harassment because it is so widely
tolerated. It exists in our community
every day. A large group of women
marching around the campus and
chanting isn't going to end hate, but it
might allow someone to fed strong
enough to stand up toa person making
catcalls as they get drinks or dump
their trays in the dining halL If this
march is about empowerment, and
strength, this is its most tangible goal.
In this sense, addressing the issue
of harassment is as important as ad-
dressing. the issue of assault. On
Wednesday night, women and men
stepped forward to talk about issues
very personal to them, to condemn
what is so rarelypublicly condemned.
All students can team from this, we
should be inspired by theirexample to
step forward and condemn what we
also know to be wrong.
Josh Elrod and Maa Seaman are
editorial writersfor the Voice.
LS. as the tales circulating about LS. insist they are spending.
All one has to do is look at the number ofpeople turning in I.S.
just in the nick of time before the deadline, and the number of
people with droopy eyes at the parade. Consider this: does the
specter of LS. as a one-ye- ar project coincide with what it turns
out to be a night-befo- re paper?
I am not attempting to discount the importance ofLS. for many
seniors. It requires enormous time, effort and perseverance; it
increases one's knowledge and gives one a sense of fulfillment.
However, it is probably the shortest piece of writing that any
individual who is studying further will undertake, and itcertainly
is not worth getting congratulations from every single person
who knows you were a besieged senior.
Ultimately, LS. reaUy doesn't ensure one a job or a place in
graduate school after it is all over. In fact, the feeling is almost
antilimactic. Once LS. is turned in, you lose your privileged
position as one of those who is keeping the intellectual tradition
of the College alive.
Chitralekha Zutshi is an editorial writerfor the Voice.
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Soup and
By AARON SKRYPSKI
The College of Wooster is known
for its emphasis on volunteerism.
The cornerstone of this movement is
Soup and Bread, a long standing
Wooster tradition. This program
acts as a means for the entire campus
to volunteer, to help the hungry and
to make a difference.
Soup and Bread allows students to
choose an alternate meal one night a
weeLThis meal consists of soup and
brad, hence the title. The part thai
makes this program special is that
because the meal costs less to pre-
pare, part of the cost of the dinner is
placed into a general fund. The pro-
ceeds from this fund are later divided
among a number of charity groups.
Soup and Bread is a program ini-
tiated by the Westminster Presbyie-ria- n
Church. Barbara Battin, associ-
ate dean ofstudents for campus min-
istries, said that "By oral tradition,
soup and bread has been on campus
for about 18 years."
Senior Rob Johnson "94, the Soup
and Bread coordinator for this year
agrees that the program "truly de-
pends on the students and how much
they want to get involved in the
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6A life-changi- ng experience'
By AMANDA JUNKIN
Summer vacation is right around
the corner. What are your plans?
Going back to that greasy fast-foo- d,
minimum wage job to earn a living?
Jetting off to some exotic destina-
tion? Starting a new and exciting
internship? Taking in a
few, extra summer
courses? None of the
above?
If you don't have any making
special plans for the sum-
mer,
there.
you may want tocon-
sider
group
looking into a fun top
andrewardmgopportunity
offered by Bike-Ai- d.
This organization spon--
sors a program in which
cyclists can raise money
for AIDS and AIDS awareness is-
sues. CoordinatorJoy Jacobson said.
Bike-Ai- d is looking for 60 to 75
volunteers to bike for a four- - to 10-we- ek
period, she said. Routes have
been oWgratrri from Seattle; Port-
land. Ore4 Montreal; Brownsville,
Texas; and San Francisco and will
converge in Washington. A women-onl-y
route is also offered from Pan-lan-d.
Ore. to Washington. The West
CoastrtfeswiQIastfaraperiodoflO
weeks. Jacobson said, The trip from
Brownsville, Texas k Washington
win take six weeks while the one
from Montreal to Washington wul
last four. All rides wfl take place
between June 10 and Arrx, 7Z
Participants cycle from town is
l."sm saadl. "In fie tros.laey
Bread: A little soup can go a long way
program and support it."
Johnson said that Soup and Bread is
responsible for helping many people.
According toJohnson, last semester's
proceeds of $200 was divided be-
tween three different charities. "AH
the charities are hunger organiza-- '
dons." said Johnson. Last semester's
revenue was divided among Oxfarm
America, a world hunger organiza-
tion. People to People, a state organi-
zation and Mrs. Macky's Kitchen,
which is based in Wooster.
Johnson said that S 1 out of the price
of each meal is donated to a general
fund. Johnson himself deckles who
will receive the proceeds. Yet, even
though this program seems worth-
while, Johnson said that there is con-
sistently a problem in finding enough
students to meet the required number.
For Soup and Bread to be opera-
tional, a minimum of "350 students
are necessary." According to John-
son. "It is always hard to make that
number. The last 50 are a struggle."
Laura Templeton '95. a volunteer
in Soup and Bread, is upset with the
lack of participation in the program.
Templeton said she is tired of hearing
excuses liie,"it's too far away," or, "I
don't want to commit." Templeton
meet with different groups to discuss
community issues. Once or twice a
week, they do a presentation on AIDS.
Once a week, they also do a commu-
nity service project such as working in
a soup kitchen."
Money is raised through individual
donations for the riders. Since Bike--
"Parncipants feel Uke they're really
a difference by getting out
These projects are initialed by a
ofpeople, rather than from the
down."
Joy Jacobson,
Bike-Ai- d coordinator
Aid's start in 1986,Jacobson said over
$800,000 has been raised. This money
has been used to fund various pro-
grams in AIDS education, awareness
and prevention.
Jacobson said that Bike-Ai- d is part
of theOverseas Development Office, a
non-prof-it, student organization that
promotes activism among college stu-
dents. She first got involved with
Bike-Ai- d after bearing about it at an
environroental fair. She then went on
the road with this program from Port-
land to Washington in 1992.
"It's a phenomenal and life-chang-ing
experience," she sa "The combi-nation- of
educatkn,strv ke and action
b really appealing to ne."
Jacobson ffiaiasirri that mere are
SMpy benefits lo gf dug involved waft
believes that as a campus. "We are too
apathetic We come up withaplethora
of excuses."
One common student complaint
about the program is the lack ofenter-
tainment In the past, various bands
performed while students ate in
Kioredge.
When asked about this change.
Johnson said that there "used to be an
entertainment committee." However
when Johnson advertised for prospec-
tive members for the committee, only
three people responded. According
to Johnson, there just "wasn't enough
manpower."
Another common complaint is the
inflexibility of the Soup and Bread
attendance policy. Many students
have expressed annoyance at not be-
ing able to attend at their discretion.
However. Johnson confirmed the fact
that attendance at Soup and Bread has
always been mandatory.
"The only way money is trans-
ferred is to sign up for the entire
semester." he said. Students who
participate in the program but have
not formally signed up, contribute no
money toward charity. Johnson said
that "if you went whenever you want,
it wouldn't do anything."
this type ofa grass-roo- ts project. She
said itallows people to stand up far an
issue that is very important to them.
"Participants feel like they're really
making a difference by getting out
there," she said. "These projects are
initiated by a group of people, rather
than from the top down."
The group also offers a
lesson in group dynamics.
Jacobson said the partici-
pants are forced to rely on
each other and must func-
tion as a team.
"By the end. you have a
really thorough under-
standing of bow a group
works," she said.
Never fear ifyou aren'ta
professional cyclist.
Jacobson said Bike-Ai- d is
open to aU types of people. Ages of
volunteers have ranged from 15 to
50, and there has been an equal ratio
of women to men participants. All
that is needed is the dedication and
the determination to learn.
"Most are college-ag- e or college
graduates." she said. "Most are be-
ginners to intermediate. Any level
can ride anyone who wants to take
on this adventure. You actually win
train during the ride."
If you're interested you can con-
tact Bike-A- id arid requests applica-
tion. There u a $175 fee to get
started. The program also kelps
pBfucipauts to fad sponsors. Call
(800) 289-132-6. sx(415) 431-595- 3.
or write 333 Valencia St, Suae 330,
Sat Francisco, CA 94103.
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Win that be chicken noodle, beef
When asked whether he believes
that Soup and Bread will remain a
Wooster tradition, Johnson responded,
"I'd like to say yes." However, with
the lack of interest generally displayed
by the campus, each new semester is
a challenge. Johnson said that one
semester two years ago, there had
Shalwar kameez?
Saris? Paan-wahl- a?
A celebration ofSouth Asian culture
By ATIF HASAN
Special to the Voice
When you see models gliding down
the catwalk, are they usually decked
out in shalwar kameez and sarisl
When you venture to the market, is it
to eat paan from the ndghborhood
paan-wahl-d! Have you everiistened
to a unique blend ofWestern rock and
Eastern classical musk overthe Lowry
P.A. system? How about hearing a
religious studies professor speak on
the United States' role in heightening
tensions between Pakistan and India?
Welcome to South Asia Week,
1994. Ifany of these activities sound
interesting, you win definitely want
to check out this festival. Sponsored
by the South Asia Cornmittee, this
annual event is a celebration of the
rich and vastcultural heritage ofSouth
Asia.
Kicking off this week's events at
the College on Tuesday, April 12 win
be Guy Beck, a guest speaker from
Louisiana State University. Beck
specializes in the study ofSouth Asian
classical music His presentation,
encitM'TJevctoctnert of SouthAsian
Classical Music," win include slide
presentations as wen as live perfbr-saance- s.
Beck wfll also host a work-
shop on (heart, fan and composition
of South Asian music.
Another presentatioa pumnrd far
1
fT-
-f .m?
photo by ELIZABETH MADISON
barley or cream of potato?
been no program. Due to lack of
student interest, the dinners simply
did not take place.
So the next time you see your fel-
low students trudging across campus
to Kioredge on Tuesday night, re-
member that they are making a differ-
ence.
Wednesday will add a political twist
to the week's program. In his lecture
"Faces of the Enemy: TheU.and
South Asia Conflicts." Charles
Kammer, professor of religious stud-
ies win examine U.S. involvement in
the tense political climate surround-
ing South Asia today.
In addition, a typical South Asian
bazaar will be recreated in Lowry on
Thursday afternoon. Ready to bar-
gain for their wares will be fruit ven-dapaan-wa- hlaa,
fortune tellersand
calligraphy experts. Entertainment
win include performances of tradi-
tional dances by students and also a
professional dance troupe from Ak-
ron.
On Saturday, watch for the South
Asia Fashion Show where you will
finally get to see those models parad-
ing around in shalwar kameez, and
saris. You'U get the opportunity to
listen to music from both theEast and
the West.
The week win be capped off on
Sunday evening by the "Wooster in
India" dinner, catered entirely by the
Indian community in Wooster.
And so it win all begin with the
playing of the labia, the cries of the
fruit vendor, the presentations of the
professors, the ftt of bgW
and the swish of flowing, traditional
dresses. Come and find out what
South Asia is aQ about.
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A 'hostel' experience ...
International youth hostelsprovide cheap housing for independent students traveling abroad
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
If you're looking for a way to see
the world, you'dbetter save your pen-
nies. Hotels are expensive, and
homestays require you to accommo-
date yourself to the schedule of your
host family. Both of these can limit
your options as a traveler. There is
another alternative: the youth hostcL
Hostels are, according to the stu-
dent guidebook, ThePassport, a cross
between "a hotel, a dormitory, a bed
& breakfast and someone's home.''
While they may lack some of the
amenities of a hotel, they compensate
with affordability, most hostels range
from $5 to $15 per night, depending
on location. Students can also buy
membership cards either in theUnited
States or abroad which grant them
discounts at hostels around the world.
Having a membership card is also an
advantage (luring busy traveling sea
sons; some hostels give preference to
members when acceptrngreservauons
and welcoming travelers.
Hostels dormitory-styl- e
rooms, although perhaps
not as private as hotel
rooms, do have advan-
tages. They bring travel-
ers togetherwho mightoth-erwis- e
not have met. Ac-
cording toCaroleeTaipale,
coordinator, International
Programs Office,"A lot of
people findother people
link up with people they can travel
with." Taipale also pointed out an-
other advantage to meeting fellow
travelers: The people who are there
aremostly doing the same thingyou're
doing, so they can give you advice
you're going to meet all kinds of
Anderson '94 enjoyed his
hostelling experiences, "It's a lot of
fun best way to travel It's cheap
It's best ifyou travel alone. You meet
people. I would encourage people to
"The people who are there are mostly
doing the same thing you're doing, so
they can give you advice you're going
to meet all kinds ofpeople."
--Carolee Taipale
travel alone." Anderson has stayed in
hostels in San Diego, London, Athens,
the Greek Islands and Quebec. He
says "I've slept on the roofs ofhostels.
They have roof sleeping in the Medi-
terranean."
S laying in a youth hostel does, how-
ever, have its drawbacks. While hos-
telers will meet many fellow travelers,
they might not get to know thecountry
from the inside in the same way that
a student making a homestay will.
Taipale warned that, as a traveler,
"You're going to be with
- internationals; you're not
going to be with people of
the country."
Quality, too, can vary
from location to location;
for instance, although
most hostels are fairly
clean, some are not In
addition, activities and op-
portunities at each hostel
are not the same; travelers often find
that calling before they leave on va-
cation will save them time and trouble
later on. A few hostels still have
curfews in the evening, so calling
ahead would definitely be to the ad-
vantage of a student looking to ex-
plore thenight life ofa country. Other
hostels ask guests to do housework
before they check out. Although
perhaps disagreeable, such rules do
help keep prices affordable for stu-
dents.
Even calling ahead cannot prevent
some problems. According to Ander-
son, one ofhis worst experiences was
"sleeping in a hostel where you can
only get hot water between four and
five in the afternoon. I had to share
with 50 other people. Mostaren'tthat
bad, though."
Despite these disadvantages, it is
difficult to deny the fact that hostels
do serve a definite purpose: they are
locatednear sites which areof interest
to travelers, they allow students from
all over the world to get acquainted
with each other, and their prices make
travel possible for many people who
might not otherwise have the chance
to see the world. Although they are
neither as luxurious as hotels nor as
supportive as homestays, hostels are
both enjoyable and affordable.
One ofthese high-spee-d, highJperformance
machines can be yours for low monthly payments.
The other one is just here for looks.
Imbarffmt Oath VTv latter mkrior. cod
and a naUy, nutty, mtUyJaU ingmt.
:
sal p
- ii i ii ii t 1 1 n r i - " i
PuHTHacoaukkmW)mwit an Oular
Plus 14'Dffiay. an Appit Exlmdat 'Keyboard 'a'and 'mouse.
Right now, when you qualify for the Apple Computer Loan, you could pay as little analysts, simulations, video editing and much more. Without wasting time. If you'd
as $33 a month for a Power Macintosh: &S one of the I J , , , , f like further information on Power Macintosh, visit.Tfc J1 'SJ2smtul - '' fafrtrt, mt r""-- ' I T f r
means youH have the ability to run high-performan- ce programs like statistical sure to find a dream machine thats well within your budget xipplC m--J.
- For further information contact The Computer Sales Office
201 Tfyflor Hall, x2252
Makes a terrific Graduation Gift!
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ADen, Kenr exhibit I.S. in
By HANNA HOWE
r
The senior irtjrprndrnt snxiy at
exhibits of Bore Alien and Anthony
Km are currently up side-by-si- de in
die Frick An Museum Lower Gal-
lery. As each artist has atriingJy
different styles and intentions, their
snows, which win be in Frick ami
April 14. create an eclectic atmo-
sphere. However, they do provide far
an interesting contrast and are ex
amptes of the pcrgibiLaes wgfain the
anoepanmenL
Allen 'i ihow.ThoCDgrapbk: Con-
structions of Violence.' is a sady of
how we react id images ofviolence in
journalism and an. In order id enter
his exhibit you must walk across pho-locopi- ed
pictures of violent acts that
were recorded by pbotojournalists.
Many are familiar, such as police
usmg a fire-bc- ae on dvil rights activ-
ists. The assignations and attacks
reproduced far the piece are, accord-
ing 10 Alien, "an introduction 10 the
show."
ABen says be wanted lo point out
the differences in reaction lo images
that are real, and often well known, to
the knpactaeated images of violence
have on an audience. In the gallery,
past the floor piece, are photographs
and objects that ADen staged as con-stnjcti- ons
of violence. He displays
photoyaphs of himself eating bees,
and works that are models perform-
ing violent acts on one another.
Along with all the photos are the
props used in the pictures themselves
which encourage the viewer to inter-
act with the instruments of pain and
torture. Says ADen, "I wanted to put
the tables holding the props farenough
away from the walls lo give room to
look at the photographs up dose, but
not so far that the audience cannot fed
thediscanfanofbeingcktothem.''
Black Arts Festival
comes to Wooster
Students, faculty, celebrities contribute talent
By MAX CIS McGKAW
Quincy Troupe, considered one of
America's foremost poets cone rung
jazz and other African--American cnl-tur- at
traditions, and alto saxophonist
Antonio Hart will visit he College as
pan ofWooBters Black An Festival.
April 10-1- 7.
The week-kxi- g event is designed to
and celebrate the traditions and cre-
ative talents ofArkAmericans in
art. music, Eteratare and theater.
Troupe, a liteiatnue professor at
the Universiry of California, San Di-
ego and co-cu-xr of She Miles Davis'
autobiograpby "MDes." win speak
on "African-Americ- an Colore and
An" on Thursday. April 13. The
lecture will begin at 8 pjn. in the
LowryCeaerlooRge.
The display is effective in that the
audience is forced to confront vio-
lence that is both real and staged. The
most chiHing of the constructed im-
ages are on the central piece, "Solo
Variation L" This work, a large pillar
constructed of scrap rnetal.nr pho-
tographs ofADen in frightening poses
that convey the possibu ofvtolence
. that b within all people. He says this
ptcf e fppi p ipff (he "trMhrff1
modern world that is the setting for
primal violence which seems to be a
crucial part of our culture,"
Needless to say. these images are in
great contrast to Kerr's exhibit, which
is right across the hall in Frick. The
show, titled, SchooIhouse of the Fu-
ture," is a series of cartoon "ecus"on
the walls along with a computer in
one earner and booklets describing
interactive games on another table.
The cells are taken from the computer
program Kerr designed as a math
leaching aid for grade school chil-
dren.
Although most of the matfi prob-
lems in the program werearound third
grade level, college students seemed
to enjoy the cartoon game at Kerr's
opening on Monday just the same.
They followed the cartoon characters
through a story that would prepress in
a positive direction far the main char-
acter if the problems were answered
correctly. One student even gave the
wrong ans werintentiorallyto see what
hardships would befall the cartoon
characters.
Kerr says the animation cells on the
walls of the gallery are usually just
figures drawn without backgrounds,
but he did include scenery so that he
could scan them into the computer
with greater ease. The animated char-
acters, mduding a pencil and pencil
sharpener with arms and legs, are
shown framedand ascomputer graph--
Alto saxophonist Han win perform
along with the Wooster Jazz En-
semble, which is led by Jeffery
Lindberg.aWooster professor ofmu-
sic. The performance will take place
at McCaw Chapel at 8:15 pjn. on
April 15.
TheBhekArts Festival issponsered
byWooster'sOfQceofBIackStudent
Affairs, the Student Activiies Board,
Vice President's Office, the Black
Women's Organization and the de-
partment of music. For more infor-
mation contact the Office of Black
Student Affairs. For a complete list-
ing of the events making up the festi-
val coru"Upcooung week in en-lertainm- ent."
AQ festival events are
free and open to the general public
Compiled with information pro-
vided by News Services
ptwoby ELIZABETH MADISON
Brant ADen inviting the audience to react to his Senior IS. exhibit
entitled "Photographic Constructions of Violence." This exhibit and
Anthony Kerr's "Solo Variation P are now on display in Frick.
ics. In this manner, the viewer can see
the transition between pencil draw-
ings and computer images.
The shows now in Frick are strik-
ingly different and for that reason
worth seeing. Whether you view
'The Age of
exhibit held
By MICHAEL DITTMAN
The College ofWooster is sponsor-
ing a trip to The Toledo Museum of
An on April 16. 1994 to see the ex-
hibit The Age of Rubens." The
exhibit, organized by the Museum of
Fine Arts. Boston, win open at the
Toledo Museum ofArt, the only other
exhibition site. Feb. 2 and will con-tin- ue
through April 24.
The first major showing of 17th
century Flemish Baroque paintings
presented in the U.S, the exhibition
brings together a lavish array of 1 18
paintings by Peter Paul Rubens and
57 ofhiscollaborators and colleagues
from over 70 major museums and
private collections throughout the
world. The Age of Robens" recap-
tures the golden age ofFlemish paint-
ings through brilliant figure paint
Frick
c. n :r
Allen's first and then Kerr's. toTeave
happy" as ok student said, or move
from gallery to gallery the other way
around, you will see two fine ex-
amples of the creativity and styles of
the art department.
Rubens'
in Toledo
ings, portraits, genre scenes, land-
scapes, animal paintings, and exquis-
ite still lifes of food and flowers.
The cost b $3.00 per person which
includes transportation on the Col-
lege bus and admission. A45-minu- te
recorded tour of the exhibition win be
available to groups and individuals
during regular exhibition hours for an
additional fee. A free 11 --minute audio-
-visual program detailing the era
and life of Peter Paul Rubens will be
shown continuously in the Little The-ar-re
on he lower level.
The bus win depart from the Sever-
ance Art Building parking lot at fcOO
ajn. and boarding wffl be at 8:45 ajn.
The bus win return to the College at
approximately 6:30 pjn. Reserva-ticrMcanbenuKjebycontactmgD-onM
Warner in the Art Department, Frick
Art Museum. Room 4.
FRIDAY. APRIL 8
LTLSBS WEEKEND!!!
Happy Hour. The Underground. 5
pjn. 6:45 pjn. Be There!
Sibs weekend BLOWOUT in Scot
Lanes! Bring your sibs down to
Scot Lanes from 8 pjn.-123- 0 ajn.
and enjoy free bowling, pool, ping
pong and snacks an for the low. low
price of a S2 cover charge! Door
prizes win be given away, too!!!
Video Night. The Underground,
SCToltergeist." For those braver
sibs, this movie comes from the
imaginative Spielberg but is based
on actual events. They re here!!!
Red Spin Special in Scot Lanes
from 9 pjn. -- 11 pjn.
SATURDAY. APRIL 9
Breakfast and cartoons. In the
LowryPit! Enjoy doughnuts, juice
and cartoons! Sponsored by SAA.
Frisbee Golf on the Quad! 1230
pjn.! Ever played it? Kids of all
ages win love it! Sponsored by
SAA.
Storytelling with Dr. Figge. Stop
byLowry Room 119 from 2 pjn.
3 pjn. Itdoesn'tmanerhowoldyou
are, you'D enjoy this. Some are
familiar, others brand new, but an
are captivating!
Film: "Aladdin." 7:30 pjn. & 10
pjit.Mateer.Sl. Enjoy this time-
less Disney classic complete with
Aladdin, Jasmine and Genie!
Karaoke night! You're the star!
S ing your favorite tunes in The Un
derground. 9 pjn. - 1 am. Sibs
welcome from 9 pjn. -- 11 pjn.
Moonlight bowling in Scot Lanes!
Free shoe rental from 11 pjn.
1230
SUNDAY. APRIL 10
Film: "The Dead." 7:30 p.m..
Mateer. free. Based on a James
Joyce short story; this is John
Huston's last and most passionate
work.
TUESDAY, APRIL 12
Video Night. The Underground,
SJ0, 8 pjn. Tried Green Toma
toes" Academy award winners
Kathy Bates and Jessica Tandy star
with Mary Stuart Masterson. Mary
Louise Parker and Cicely Tyson m
this comic, heartwarming tale of
family, friendship and murder in
rural Alabama.
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 13
Environmental T-Sh-irt Sale! 10
ajn. - 530 pjrL, Lowry lounge,
Happy Hour in The Underground,
11 pjn.' 1 ajn.
AprilS 1994
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'By PETE NEWMAN -
I thought k would be fimng to see
"Myor League IT on the same day
that the Qevf land Indiansbegan their
1994 season. The Tribe has a beauti-
ful new ballpark, a solid roster and
hopefuHy theywiU winenough games
this year that they won't be the laugh-in-s
stock of the American
League, a title that Cleveland
has often earned. The Indians
baseball team in"Major League
IT is more successful than the
1994 Indians will be, making it an
all the way k) the World Series.
However, this film lacks the
humor and originality of its predeces-;.ao- r,
"Major League," and rMajor
League IT seems contrived in com-
parison.
The movie opens with the Indians
arriving in Florida for spring training
the year after winning the American
League East Pennant (the season that
"Major League" documents) only to
lose in the American league Cham-
pionship Series.
The hilarious cast from the first
film returns in the sequel, only now
that the Indians are an established
contender, most of the players are
highly paid playboys who care more
about their image man about playing
hard and winning games. They are
more serious about promoting them-
selves than winning games, and
throughout most of the movie, the
ballplayers are dull replicas of what
they once were.
At first, the team falls apart under
their new owner, Roger Dorn (Corbin
Bcmscn) who played the Indians' third
baseman in "Major League." Cleve-
land newspapers and die-har- d fans
start criticizing the team and only
after they make some key trades and
pick up Japanese outfielder "Kami-kaze"Taka,asamuraiandahard- -core
ballplayer, do they come out of their
slump and start winning again.
Jake Taylor (Tom Beringer), the
aging catcher, becomes the team's
temporary manager after Lou Brown,
thegruff butlikable manager from the
previous season, has a bean attack
and has to sitout the rest of the season.
- The Wooster Voice Arts & Entertainment
W,
out in home opener
TaykxrnanagestopuntheTribeio-gemerduringth- e
playoff and the film
ends in dramatic fashion with the In-
dians winning the American League
ChampkshipSeries against theChi-
cago White Sox and go to the World
Series.
It's too bad thatMajor League IT
isn't nearly as interesting or as funny
The hilarious castofcharacters
fromthefirstJUmretiamintte
sequel, only now the Indians are
established contender
as its predecessor, but instead is a
predictable movie. Perhaps "Major
League" is so hilarious that any se-
quel appears quite inferior to iL
What made "Major League" so
funny and successful was that despite
a roster full ofeccentric players, each
with their own quirks and personali-
ties, they still manage to play together
as a team and win. These players had
apasskxifcr baseball. and sincemany
of them were rookies, they were not
even sure if they could make it in the
major leagues.
This first movie wasoriginal, intro-ducingplayefslike"WfldThin- g"Rick
Vaughn (Charlie Sheen), with his bad
attitude, motorcycle and funky hair-
cut, Pedro Cerrano, the power hitter
from Cubawnoptacncedvcodoo ritu-
als before gametime Willie Mays
Hayes, the man thatwas so fast that he
stole 50 bases in one season, but
couldn't hit to save his life, played by
Wesley Snipes in the first movie is
replaced by an unknown actor in
"Major League 11." Snipes was ap-
parently too busy with movies like
"Sugar Hill."
One of the funniest and most enter-
taining characters is Harry Doyle (Bob
Uecker), the wise-cracki- ng hard-drinki- ng
baseball announcer who ridi-
cules the up and coming balklub at
the beginning of the season yet be-com- es
theirbiggest fan at the end of iL
In "Major League JJ," Doyle and
the rest of the ballplayers return, yet
they are not nearly as funny or excit-
ing to watch. The key players like
LEARN TO SKYD1VE!
Greater Akron Skydivers Inc :
. Expert first jump instruction
20 minutes from Wooster
Student and Group discounts --F-
ree tcansrtation forgroups
. .
-
.
.
1726-DIVE(343- 4)
Coming next week:
1 t 'I'
Hayes are All-Sta-rs who are afraid to
play hard for fear mat they might hurt
themselves andruin their bkssoming
careers. '.,
"Wild Thing" Vaughn develops
and then names new, slower pitches
like the Eliminator,- - combination
screwball and slider, and the
Humiliatcr, part knuckleball and part
curve, so he can save his arm
from having to throw his devas-
tating fastball, which struck out
so many batters in the previous
season.
However, in "Major League
n," he loses some of the power
on his fastball, nicknamed the
Terminator.and has to throwhis other
pitches, and needless to say,opposing
batters crush them. By the middle of
the season, his earned run average is
sohigh thathedrcpsout of thestarting
lineup and goes to the bullpen.
Cerrano converts from voodoo to
Buddhism during the off-seas- on and
consequently loses his competitive
edge. He is too busy loving everyone
to care about beating the other team.
For instance, in one game, a Cerrano
line-dri- ve hits a pigeon, and he races
out to left field to save it, only to be
tagged out by an outfielder. I guess
this episode is supposed to be funny
but it isn't at alL I was not laughing,
nor were the two other people in the
theater.
"Major League U" is not as funny
as its predecessor, and director David
S.Ward, in trying too hard for laughs,
ends up annoying his audience in-
stead.
" The plot is much too predictable,
the new players and rookies are not
nearly as much fun to watch as Vaugn
and Hayes in their rookie years.
Uecker is still comical as a drunken,
cursing announcer and there are a few
funny moments with Beringer and the
rookie catcher Rube Baker, who can
gun down base runners from home
plate, but has a psychological prob-
lem with throwing a ball back to the
pitcher and tosses them all over die
infield as a result
If you want a good laugh, rent
"Major League" but don't waste your
money on the sequel
Antique & Artisan
Emporium- -
Downtown at: ''
215 W. Liberty, Wooster '
Antiques Collectibles
.
Leather Jewelry
Re-sa- le boutique
. .
a review of John Updike's "Brazil"
--taougii to you in part by the FtorenceO. vVilaonrwkre
TT T
upcom )img events in
entertainment ;
Aprils
.
Gypsy Boots
Hennessy's --
Mr. Stress
The Sports Page Tavern
.
April 9
Oroboros
Hennessy's
Devlin Bluez
Kristie'sPub
Moonchild Blues Band
Blue Moon Saloon
Crazy Marvin
Mr.Z's
Tuffennuff
Larry's Place
Nevermore
The Sports Page Tavern
April 10
Freddie Jackson
Agora Theatre
John Wesley Harding
with Monte Warden
Peabody's Down Under
"Sketches of Black"
(Choreopoem)
Shoolroy Theatre
Freedlander Theatre Building
April 11
Tri-- C Jazz Jam
Peabody's Down Under
"African American Writers:
A Focus on Playwright August
Wilson" Lecture by Annetta
Jefferson. Lowry center 119
4 pjn.
April 12
Ed Hall, Cher UK
J . T
The Grog Shop , ' - : ;
April 13 " ". :
Taces of the Enemy" '
Charles Kammer
.-
-- : V
Lowry Lounge
Trapeze, Radk Kings, Welfare
Limousine
The Odeon Concert Club
Mary Martin
Blue Moon Saloon
"African American Culture
and Art"
Lecture by Quincy Troupe
Lean Lecture Room, 8 pjn.
April 14
Benefit- - Dink,FlintRubbleCakes,
Smack Daddy
Daily Double
Quincy Troupe Poetry Reading
8 p.m. Lowry Center Lounge
Spring Dance Concert
Through April 16
Freelander Theatre --
8:15p.m.
April 15
Dances and songs from India
Abhinaya Dance Center of Akron
Lowry Lounge
Arson Garden, Sons of Elvis
Daily Double
Prisonshake . '
Agora Theatre
Gypsy
Kristie'sPub
Twist-OffsT- hc Grays
Peabody's Down Under
Saxophonist Antonio Hart
with the Wooster Jazz Ensemble
McGaw Chapel 8: 15 p.m.
nutate flfl)
Guarding TessPG-1-3 Schindler's List--R
1:05,7:55 1:10,5:15,9:15
Grumpy Old M en PG-- MajorLeague II PG
13 - 1:00,3:20,5:30,7:45,
4:10, 10:05 10.00
Ace Ventura PG-1- 3 Clifford PG
9:55 1:45,3:50,5:50,8:00,
D2 The Mighty Ducks. 10:15
PG ThumbelinaG
1:35, 4:00, 7:10, 9:40 1:15,325,530,735 -
Lightning Jack PG-1- 3 Threesome R
"
1:00, 3:15, 530, 7:50, 130,3:40,5:45,8.00,
10-2- 0 10:10
Monkey Trouble PG Six Degrees of
120, 4330, 5:40,7:50, Separation R
9:50 ':v-1:40,4:05,72- 0,9:45
No passes
AU shows before 6 pm.
$325,aUothershows$5.
4108 Burbank Road, Wooster (216)345-875- 5 1
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Lady Scots look to
continue winning
ways over weekend
NEWSSERVICES
After posting impressive victories over Allegheny (22-8- ) and Wiaenberg
(1 1-- 4) last week, the Lady Scot lacrosse team will look to continue us winning
ways when it faces Allegheny again, Cortland and Hamilton this week.
Wooster is 4--4 overall and 2--2 in the North Coast Athletic Conference.
Individually, Meg Wood 95 continues to lead the way with 27 goals and one
assist. Liz Conrad "96 is next with IS goals and five assists, followed by
Shannon Burke '95 with 12 goals and two assists.
mm
'A'
photo by ANDREA CBBY
The Lady Scot lacrosse team has posted three victories in a row.
Wooster wiS try to continue hs winning ways when it faces Cortland
aad Hamilton that weekend.
Cruise Ship
Hiring
Earn up to $2j00Omo. on
Guise Ships or Land-To- ur
companies.
World Travel
Summer & Full-Ti- me
employment available.
No exp. necessary.
For information, call
1 -2-06-634-Ot68
CO.C5562
EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
Fisheries - Many rani SZAOOtina. in
cannrric or S3.0OO-J6.000m- o. on
fishing vaaHa. Many ctnptoym provide
room It board k transportation. Male or
Female No experience necessary. For
more information cad:
(706 S4S-41S- 5 ret. A5$
WANTED
ATTENTION
Dependable worker for Ice-Crea- m
Parlor in Put-in-Ba- y.
40-5-0 hoursweek, good pay.
housing available.
Enjoy island life and a
great summer job.
Contact Sally Stevens
(419)884-192- 7
E3
ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-$80- 0 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 1 1230
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ptaow by ANDREA KXBBY
The Fighting Scot lacrosse team has had nagging fajury problems
this spring. Thh past week, Wooster lost to Ohio WesJeyan 20--3 and
Ohio State 12--4.
Scots lose to OSU 12--6
Pillion leads the way with 12 goals
NEWSSERVICES
Decimated by injuries that have
knocked four starters out of the line-
up for the season, the Scot lacrosse
team will try to carry on this week
taking on Lake Forest tomorrow at
home,
Wooster enters the week with a 2--6
overall record and an 0-- 3 North
Coast Athletic Conference mark.
IrafividuaDy.MaroB Pillion '94 still
leads the way with 12 goals and eight
assists. Joining Pillion is Alex Condon
94 with 1 1 goals, and Scott Szweda
96 with eight goals and three assists.
The Tribe
is back
continued from page 1 1
Jack Morris and Steve Fan. AH three
have pitched very well in Florida and
Morris has an ERA of 1.70. Not too
bad for a guy that just had elbow
surgery last year. Combine the pitch-
ing with Indians hitting and you have
a formula that spells bad relief for
American League teams. The team
has a batting average of over 320
during the spring, led by Carlos
Baerga. Albert Belle, Wayne Kirby
and other contributors.
Combine Indians hitting with the
new stadium, Jacobs Field, there will
surely be a number of runs scored for
the Indians. The dimensions of the
field set up for a hiners park. Look for
Belle to hit over 40 home runs and
over 110 RBI. Also look for Baerga,
Kenny Lofton andJim Thome to have
career years. You could put this team
on the cover of Sports Illustrated a
couple of times, this team still would
not be jinxed. Besides the Toronto
Blue Jays, the Cleveland Indians may
possibly have the most talent in the
American League. Itis up to manager
Mike Hargrove to look to build team
spirit and chemistry. If this can be
accomplished, the Indians could be
playing in October.
Sports Information Hotline
(216) 263-206- 6
The Rev. Eleanor Cotad Cherryholmes.
Director of Vocations and Admissions,
Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
When I couldn't
get to Wooster
in February
because of the snow
and ice it was
beautiful in Austin
f r
.i i
Discover Austin. Discover ministry.
.
Discover the caring community of students, faculty, and staff.
Discover intensive study and intellectual growth in areas of
theological and biblical thought.
Discover a deep Christian commitment to ministry.
To hear more about Austin Seminary, meet with me
when I am on the Wooster College campus
Friday, April 15(10 ajn. -- 12 & 1:30 3 pun. in the Student Center).
Call or write Eleanor Cherryhobnes at
Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
1800-777-U2-7; 100 East 27th Street, Austin, Texas 78705
'.'J. .., '
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Lady Scots defeat
Qtterbein 5--0
NEWSSERVICES
After posting a 5--0 win over Otterbein on Wednesday, the Lady Scot tennis
team hopes to continue winning when it takes on Allegheny this afternoon in
Meadville.Pa. Wooster enters today's match with the Gators with a 5--6 overall
record.
Individually, Andrea Reinhart '96 sports the team's best record, a 7--3 mark
at number two singles. She is 4--5 at number one doubles with Gina Castro '96.
In addition, Castro has a 4--6 record at number one singles, while Jill Chokey
95 is 4-- 6 at number three singles.
Scot
Shannon O'Neill '94 reinforced her reputation as the premier
sprinter in the North Coast Athletic Conference by winning the 100-met-er
dash (12.7) and the 200-met-er dash (27.0) at the Wooster
Invitational last Saturday. : ; -
Andrea Reinhart '96 leads the Lady Scot tennis team with a 7--3
record at camber two singles.
Ward Fisher '96 and James Weaver '94 are off to strong starts with
the Scot tennis team. Fisher is 4-- 0 at number five singles and 10-- 1
overall, whOe Weaver is 5-- 0 at number four singles and 9-- 1 overall.
Meg Wood 95 kads the Lady Scot
goals and one assist
Marcus Pillion 94 has proven to be quite a leader for the Scot
lacrosse team this season. In addition to serving as a captain, he also
leads in scoring with 12 goals and eight assists.
Ken Code 95 who has broken 80 in all but one outing this season,
leads the Scot gotf team with an average of 76JJ strokes per round.
Pitcher Brett Beech 94 has posted some impressive numbers so far
this season. In addition to a perfect 6--0 record, he has four complete
games, two shotouts, 31 strikeouts and a team-leadin- g 1.97 earned
run average.
The Wooster Voice
is currently accepting applications for all staff positions
for the 1994-9- 5 academic year.
The following positions are available:
Assistant Editor
Managing Editor
Business Manager
Production Manager
Chief Staff Writer
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Photography Editor
Illustrators
Cartoonists
Photography Staff
Advertising Staff
Production Staff
Notes
lacrosse team In scoring with 27
Compiled from News Services
News Editor
Viewpoints Editor
Feature Editor
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Viewpoints Editor
Assistant Feature Editor
Assistant A & E Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Copy Editors
Staff Writers
Editorial Writers
'
'
-
Ifyou wish to apply for one of these positions, please submit
a cover letter and resume' to Zachary Veilleux, Box C-29- 36,
Any questions should be directed to ext. 3783.
Deadline for applications is
Friday, AprillS; 1994 -
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Scots continue to dominate
Men's tennis team offto its best start in 22 years
By MARK HUGH
The College's men's tennis team
continued its domination of Division
III foeswith an 8--1 victoryover Roch-
ester on Saturday. The win raised the
Scots record to 10-- 1 overall, 1-- 0 in
conference.
Not only did the Scots beat a Divi-
sion III team for the ninth time in nine
tries, but they also reversed the out-
come of last year's match with the
Yellow Jackets, who embarrassed the
Scots 8-- 1.
It is also Wooster's best start since
1972, when they went 11-- 0.
- Wooster set the tone early by taking
all three doubles matches.
At number one doubles. Warren
Cham-A-Ko- on '95 andJamesWeaver
'94 upped their impressive record to
9-- 1 with a straight set victory.
"We keep getting stronger as the
season goes on," said Cham-A-Koo- n.
"Our experience and chemistry
helps us through tough matches,'' '
added Weaver.
The number two team of Jason
Gindcle95 and Johan Nyblom '96,
playing only their second match to-
gether, played well in winning 64, 6-- 4.
Also playing in their second match
as a team, Dave Hindle '95 and Ward
Fisher '96 cruised to a straight set
victory.
With the Scots up three points, they
needed only two singles wins.
Fisher collected the fourth point
with an easy 6-- 2, 6-- 3 win at number
six. He has been the Scot's most
dominant singles player with a 10-- 1
record.
The clinching win came at number
three singles, where Peter James '95
upped his record to 8-- 2 with a 6-- 2, 6--
From UNC to
By MARK SOUS
In light of the Arkansas Razor-bac- ks
winning the NCAA basketball
championship. I still do not believe
they are the most talented team in me
land. The most talented team in the
America is the North Carolina Tar
Heels. Many Tar Heel fans still have
to be shocked with the shinning loss
to Boston College. To be honest with
you, it did not come as a surprise to
me. Knowing there are many Tar
Heel fans on this campus. I want to
throw out this question, Who can be
blamed for Carolina's misfortune in
this years tournament? This may
come as a shock, but the blame has to .
gotoCoach Dean Smith. I do not care
that be hasabuilding namedafter him
ot that he is one of the rnost heralded
college coaches ra America, Smith is
to blame.
Why you ask? Pure and simple,
Coach Smith simply played too many
of his players and essentially made it
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The return of Warren Cham-A-Koo- n '95, coupled with an injury-fre- e
season to this point has helped the Scot tennis team off to its best start
since 1972.
4 win.
The lone setbackfor the Scots came
at number one singles, where Cham-A-Koo- n
played one of the top players
in the country. Despite playing great
tennis, Cham-A-Koo- n came up just
short 3-- 6, 7--5. 3-- 6.
At number two Nyblom won a hard
fought 7--6 (7-1-), 6-7(5- -7). 6--1 match,
raising his record to 6-- 4.
Weaver continues to flourish at the
number four position, improving his
record to 9--1 with a 6-- 2, 76 (7-- 5) win.
The Scots final win was collected
by Gindele, who recovered from a
stow start to win 7--5, 6-- 1.
With the season half way over, the
Scots have already reached their win
total of last season, 10.
The return of Cham-A-Ko- on to the
team has helped solidify the lineup.
the THbe: a
a point to get heralded freshmen
Rasheed Wallace and Jerry
Stackhouse enough playing time to
make them happy. If you remember
from a couple years back. Smith had
another freshman in his program by
the name of Clifford Rozier. Rozier,
in his freshman year, hardly had any
playing time and became upset and
subsequently transferred to the Uni-
versity of Louisville, where he has
shone as a star for Coach Denny
Gram's program. Seeing possible,
deja vu occurring. Smith made sure
Wallace and Stackhouse see a large
amount of playing time. With this
happening. Smith went 10-- 1 1 players
deep on his bench throughout the
whole season.
Ifyou want to win a national cham-
pionship, it's simple, you play 8 play-
ers deep on your bench. With playing
10-1- 1 guys, I believe there was
dissention on that Carolinateam this
year asplayen wereconsistently look-
ing behind their shoulders to see
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So has the Scot's ability to stay rela-
tively healthy.
Lastseason Woosterwas never able
to complete a single match with a ful!
squad. This year the singlespositions
and the doubles teams have remained
almost the same the whole season.
"One difference this year has been
our health," said Weaver.
Another key to the Scots success
has been confidence.
"The more we win the more confi-
dent we get," said Cham-A-Koo- n.
"We are not cocky, but we all be-
lieve in our abilities. We also know
that our teammates will be there to
pickeach other up,"concIuded Cham-A-Koo- n.
The Scots travel to Wabash, Ind.
today to compete in the Great Lakes
Tournament.
few thoughts
whether they were going to be taken
out of a game. I believe this affected
four Carolina players the most. Der-
rick Phelps, Brian Reese, Eric
Montrossand Donald Williams. None
of these players played up to their
capabilities due to the fact that Dean
played so many players in any given
game. Don't get me wrong, Wallace
and Stackhouse are great players and
will shine as future stars, but they
should not have gotten the amount of
playing time they did. It simply took
away the time from players that were
returning from winning a national
championship the year before. Think
about it. .
Being a die hard Cleveland Indians
fan, I want to say this, Cleveland will
be in the pennant race come August
and September. Finally, management
was willing to shell out some money
in search ofsome badly needed pitch-
ing in the form of Dennis Martinez,
please see TRIBE, page 10
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Fighting Scots sweep
split with Case
By MARK SOUS
Looking to say sharp following a
win versus John Carroll, the Fighting
Scot baseball team was able to man-
handle Earfham inanightime double-heade- r.
A number of Scot hitters in
shone under the nightlights in Rich-
mond as Brett Beech 94 and Nick
DonateHi "96 combined to only give
up two runs in the two games last
Friday nighL The two wins moved
the Scots record to 15-- 3.
r
The Scot baseball team has compiled a
Wooster takes on Malone today at Art
Fighting Scot golfers to host Wooster
Invitational this weekend
By NEWS SERVICES
The Scot golf team will host Ac 13-teamW-ocer Invitational ColfTcinurnm Friday arel Saujrday. Tne first round
will be played at the Wooster Country Club beginning at 9:30 ajn.
Participating in this year's event will be teams from Baldwin-Wallac-e. Calvin. Capital. Case Western Reserve.
Charleston. Denison, John Carroll. Kenyon, Mount Union. Muskingum. Olivet. Slippery Rock and Wooster.
The Scots are coming off a fourth-plac-e finish at the 15-iea- m Muskingum Invitational.
Ken Cude 95 and Gary Nye '96 led the way in that one with 36-ho-le totalsofl50i
Overall. Gude leads the team with an average of 76J5 strokes per round. Don Miksch94 is next with an average of
80 strokes per round, followed by Nye, who averages 803 strokes per round.
Sports Challenge
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Wkat g the last team to win
three straight World Scries
titles?
.
With this continuing momentum,
the Scots looked to take two from
Case Western Reserve this past Tues-
day. Unfortunately the Scots were
only able to split with the Spartans
due to good pitching by Case Western
the second game.
Ttwasn'tavery good performance,
we had a couple of base running mis-
takes, but you have to give their kid
pitcher credit," said Coach Tun
PeoorinL
In the first game versus Case, the
;)F29 p o
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16--4 overall record. Today,
Murray Field.
The
baseball:
today Malone (H) 3:30 pjn.
golf:
todayAomorrow Wooster Invite
track and field:
tomorrow Akron Invitational (A)
Earlham,
Scots were able to handle Case by a
score of 9--0. The Scots were led by
Beech, who pitched his way to his
third shutout and fifih complete game
of the season. Beech was also able to
tower his ERA toan outstanding mark
of 1.65. Leading the way at the plate
for the Scots was Chris Qngolani 94.
Qngolani had four hits, including a
towering home run and four RBL
Continuing to be not at the plate was
Jason Dagan 97 and Matt Palm 95.
Dagan had two hits, including an RBL
Palm gathered up date hits, including
twoRBIs. Man Vincler "94 and Tim
Lake 96werealso able to pick up two
hits a piece for the Scots. The victory
moved the Scots record to 16--3.
Looking to gather their 17th vic-
tory. Peoorini and the Scots sent
DonateQi to the hiH in the twinbilL
Despite very good pitching by
DonateQi, the Scou were only able to
garner six hits and two runs and fell
short by a score of 3-- 2. Getting hits
for the Scots were Terence Cladis
95, John Tomlinson 94, Qngolani,
Dagan, Lake and James Warga '94.
Despite the fact that the Scots won
three of four games, Pettorini stated.
The last game was frustrating, over-
all, in those four games, we played
well defensively by giving up only
two errors and five runs and offen-
sively we scored 30 plus runs, we left
themCase off the hook."
With the Scots facing a difficult
schedule within the next two weeks,
Pettorini said, "We are going to have
to continue to improve as a team. We
are going to see better pitching and we
need to continue to hit the balL"
Today, the Scots host Malone Col-
lege at Art Murray Field at 3:30 pjn.
upcoming week in Sports:
women's lacrosse:
tomorrow Cortland (A) 11:00 am.
Sunday Hamilton (A) 12.-0-0 pm
mea's lacrosse:
tomorrow I akf.Forestffl) lOpju
t . --.
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The men's track and field team finished third in Saturday's Wooster
Invitational while the women's team finished first.
Runners fare well at
Wooster Invitational
NEWSSERVICES
For Head Coach Dennis Rice, the
College ofWooster's Track and Field
Invitational Saturday was a smashing
success.
The 12-tea- m meet featured many
of the top atfiletes in the North Coast
Athletic Conference, and when it was
over, Rice was pleased with the Lady
Scots first-pla- ce showing and the
Scots' third-plac- e finish.
Individually, Wooster's women
captured Fust place in both the 4x 100
and the 4x40O-met- er relays. In addi-
tion. Ebony Green '97 won the dis-
cus; Shannon O'Neill 94 took first in
both the 100-met- er and 200-met- er
dashes; Claire Roberts '94 posted a
Scot Results
men's tennis: men's lacrosse:
Wooster 8. Rochester 1 Ohio State 12, Wooster 6
women's tennis: golf: -
WoosTEa5,Oaerbein0 fourth at Muskingum Invite
track and field: baseball:
women: first at Wooster Invite Wooster 9. CWRU 0
men: third at Wooster Invite CWRU 3, Wooster 2
men's tennis
todaytomorrow GLCA Tourney
(A) Kalamazoo
womea's teanis:
today Allegheny (A) 3JO pjn. . .
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victory in the 400-met- er dash; Emily
Moorefield 94 was a winner in the
1 ,300-met- er run and finished third in
the 3,000; Marcy Hunt '94 raced to
victory in the 3,000-met- cr run and
took second in the 1,300; and Carrie
Headrick'97 placed first in the 400-met- er
hurdles and second in the 100-met-er
hurdles.
On the men's side. Adam Myers
94 took second in the steeplechase;
Pieter Salverda '95 was third in the
400 hurdles; Dan Hawes '95 and Dave
Bower '95 finished third and fourth,
respectively in the 400; Mike Baker
96 was third in the discus; Ray Banks
9S was fourth in the 800; and Mike
Bazzoli '97 was fourth in the 100 and
fifth in the 200.
Quote ofthe week
"It's definitely different. I
saw a couple of good fights ep
there."
New York Yankee pitcher
Xavier Hernandez on
. . Yankee Stadium
